BROADCAST ASIDE
avalanche of songs that come in, much like sound
effects libraries break their needle drops down by
slang and subjective onomatopoeia. And some of it
is simple serendipity, like the time that Calamar came
across a song called Hell’s Bells, the title enough to
draw him in to see if it would be a good fit with True
Blood. Which it was, used to score one episode’s end
credit crawl.
It’s not like others have not seen the opportunities
here. Web-based companies like Music Taxi,
SonicBids, BeatPack and Broadjam offer various
levels of opportunities for film and television
placements, and are quick to display their success
when they happen. But they are pay-to-play
algorithms compared with the flesh and blood of
the music supervisor, unattainable as he or she may
have to be in order to keep their own sanity.
Some music supervisors have been, or are, record
producers, like Sall and George Drakoulias, who as
an A&R executive at Rick Rubin’s American Records
label signed and produced the Block Crows and the
Jayhawks, and as a music supervisor has placed
songs in films including Blades of Glory, School of
Rock, The Runaways and Zodiac.
Television has rarely been a bastion of great
audio (The Late Show With David Letterman being
a notable exception, thanks to music mixer Harvey
Goldberg), but that appears to be a bit of a blessing
for music supervisors, who not surprisingly receive
mixes of varying quality from such a massive
pool of possibilities. Lucinda Williams’ recording
of Kiss Like You Kiss for True blood warranted
a Grammy nomination, but most of the stuff we
hear on television is recorded in less-than-optimal
environments. ‘Low audio quality is a problem
sometimes, but in general it seems like people are
making some decent quality recordings without
spending a lot of money in studios,’ says Calamar.
What annoys him is when artists send in scratch
demos, saying that if there’s any interest, they’ll
finish the recording. ‘I tell them to finish it, then
send it to me,’ he says, slightly peeved. Unlike most
record producers, the music supervisor is listening
both for the appropriate song and for a recording
that can meet broadcast’s standards for quality.
There might be a bit of a dark side to all this.
There is already no shortage of phenomena that are
undermining the inherent value of music (not least
of which are mobile phone do-it-yourself remixes of
classic tracks), and like any gold rush, the chance to
get a song placed in a movie or series has attracted
hordes of artists seeking those coveted slots. As a
result, the value of music that has hasn’t proven
itself in the market (i.e. isn’t already a sales or radio
hit) is declining. The average synch fee, an advance
paid by the user, has gone down dramatically in
recent years, largely because of an over-crowded
marketplace. Tess Taylor, the head of the National
Association of Recording Industry Professionals,
puts it to me this way: ‘Everyone is cutting costs,
and many studios and networks are turning to music
libraries. Also, in the rush to get placed, many artists
and their reps all too often give away the farm,
driving the market value of music down.’ In some
cases, she says, independent artists and publishers
ask for low or no synch fees, hoping to make that
up with performance royalties or are happy with a
screen credit alone.
Nonetheless, it still constitutes an opportunity
for record producers. Instead of a handful of labels
that they can bring their artists to, there’s a growing
number of gatekeepers who need to fill their clients’
soundtracks with fresh stuff. All you need to do is
become ‘a trusted source.’ n
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Up close and personal
Putting mics on athletes is certainly one way of upping the entertainment value of sports
programming, says DENNIS BAXTER.

M

icro cameras, powerful lenses and
incredibly agile technology that moves
cameras around — such as the aerial
cam -– get the spectator closer to the
sport than ever before imagined. Getting closer to the
athletes is interesting and entertaining but getting
microphones on athletes has been an ongoing struggle
for many decades.
My first experience with microphones on athletes
was with the now defunct London Monarchs — a
British team playing American style football (He
doesn’t mean ‘soccer’ readers. Ed). Already sensing
the viewing public’s scepticism towards the sport
itself, and subsequent poor television viewer ratings,
the American Football Federation pressured the team
to allow microphones on the Coach and Quarterback
to provide a participant’s viewpoint of the game
and to teach the British about the sport of American
Football. While the wireless microphones worn by the
Coach and players presented an up close and personal
viewpoint of the game, the colourful language spoken
in the heat of the game proved a little strong for the
broadcast audience.
At the beginning of the 2000 Sydney Olympics, I
was successful in getting wireless microphones on the
sculling boats at the rowing events, but once again
the language used in the heat of the race became
resolution

a little noxious for an international
audience — especially for those countries
with obscenity regulations for their
broadcasters.
Today it is commonplace for
broadcasters to use in-car audio from the
driver and the crew radios at motorsport
events. And, as recently as the 2010
season of American Football, you heard
a new level of sound from the playing
field. Two wireless microphones were
placed on one player. It was so interesting
to experience the action firsthand. The
more I heard, the more I wanted to hear.
Predictably, after a couple of games,
someone complained and the innovative
practice was stopped. Strangely, now I
find the sport boring.
Recently,
for
my
University
broadcast students, I played two clips
of an American Football game, one with
microphones on the players and one
without. Then I asked them to describe
the experience. Everyone agreed that
the sound made them feel like they were
on the field: a much more involving and
entertaining experience for the viewer.
Close microphone techniques work and
certainly microphones on athletes are an
interesting solution to sound. Think about
it — what if there had been wireless
microphones on the athletes at World Cup
2010? You might have heard the game
instead of all those vuvuzelas.
With the internet morphing into a
preferred entertainment and information
vehicle, it is cutting deeply into traditional
broadcast advertising revenues. I believe
that audio and video on demand will
continue to erode the viewing audience
of traditional broadcasters in all categories except
live news and live sports. For now. Teaching at the
University has given me access to the rising generation
of entertainment consumers — and generally fewer
than one in ten has a television. Most of their
entertainment is consumed online. The reasons they
often cite are the fixed scheduling determined by the
broadcaster (instead of programming the way you
want it) and most significantly, they find the content
boring. Never forget that this is the generation that
grew up on games — interactive, interesting and
involving — games that have hyper-sound for the
hyperactive.
A new level of cooperation between broadcasters
and sports is an essential strategy for the survival
of free-to-air television. Many sports federations like
FIFA, the Olympics and the NFL believe that the
future of their sport is the franchise. But sports will
come and go despite the egos of old men who dictate
what you can and cannot do with your cameras
and microphones as well as what spectators can do
in a stadium to irritate each other and the viewing
audience. But rich entertainment needs to be the
topic of conversation between everybody: the sports
federations, the athletes and the broadcasters.
It would be a sound decision to get up close and
personal with sports. n
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